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Budgetary Governance in Practice: Poland
Economic context
GDP in Poland is estimated to have grown by 5.1% in 2018 but is projected to slow
somewhat in 2019. Domestic demand is driving growth, underpinned by rising social
transfers, an increasingly tight labour market and an investment recovery led by faster
disbursements of EU structural funds. Inflation will gradually increase in line with
accelerating wages.
Fiscal policy plans
The fiscal policy objectives aim to maintain the sustainability of public finances while
supporting inclusive growth. This requires, among others, a gradual progress towards
achieving the medium term budgetary objective (in Poland - a structural deficit of 1% of
GDP, set in accordance with the EU law). This is planned in the government’s Convergence
Programme of April 2018 for 2021. The public debt ceiling as well as additional prudential
thresholds for the public debt-to-GDP ratio - 43%, 48%, 55%, 60% - are set in the
Constitution of the Republic of Poland and in the Act on public finances.
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Note : The graph is referring to general government fiscal balance
and general government gross debt as defined in the OECD
National Accounts Statistics.

Source: OECD National Accounts Statistics (database);
Eurostat Government finance statistics (database).
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Note : The graph is referring to Fiscal Policy Plans that are
implemented and/or officially announced as of November 2017
and as indicated by the country. Actual results in graph A may
differ as the Fiscal Policy Plans are prepared by the country
beforehand and as the Debt and Balance Plan reported by the
country are based on the country’s own definition; Data are
referring to general government; No data available for 2015.
Source: 2018 OECD Fiscal Plans and Budgeting Framework
Survey.

D: Expenditure by function (2016)
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Note: The graph is referring to government investment as a
percentage of GDP and as a share of total government
expenditures.

Source: OECD National Accounts Statistics (database); Eurostat
Government finance statistics (database).

Source : OECD National Accounts Statistics (database).
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Developments in budgetary governance
A stabilising expenditure rule, covering almost the entire general government, entered into
force in 2013 and was applied for the first time to the budget of 2015. The aim of the rule
is to ensure the stability of the public finances by stabilising the general government
balance in the medium term at the level of medium-term budgetary objective (a structural
deficit of 1% of GDP set in accordance with the EU law). Contrary to the constitutional
debt rule, the expenditure rule imposes restrictions on public finances on an annual basis,
not only after exceeding some thresholds and it enables the conduct of a counter-cyclical
fiscal policy. The rule is equipped with a correction mechanism: the expenditure growth
rate is reduced if public debt-to-GDP thresholds at 43% and 48% -calculated using average
exchange rates and reduced by the value of State budget liquid funds- are exceeded.
In 2016 the Council of Ministers approved the principles of budget reform. The main
objective of the planned reform is to introduce mechanisms to conduct and co-ordinate a
responsible fiscal policy to facilitate, inter alia, long-term management of expenditure and
fiscal space: 1) introduction of medium-term budgetary frameworks; 2) integration of
annual and multi-annual planning processes; 3) redefinition of the role of the Council of
Ministers, Minister of Finance and other members of the Council of Ministers in the
budgetary process; 4) elimination of the existing dualism of expenditure classification and
introduction of new division of the state budget and uniform performance-based
classification (functional and programme-based classification); 5) improved data collection
systems (budget reporting and financial reporting); and 6) institutionalisation and inclusion
of public spending reviews in the budget process along with other mechanisms enhancing
efficiency of public spending
Central Budget Authority

Budget coverage
The executive’s budget proposal covers general government.

Ministry of Finance

Budget cycle

Weblinks: www.mf.gov.pl
Legal Framework
Constitution stipulates the important budgetary governance such as
form and structure of budget, roles and responsibilities of executive
and legislature. More detailed items are stipulated in Public Finance
Act and regulation.

Budget circular
Pre-budget statement
Negotiations with line
ministries
Executive budget proposal
Parliamentary vote on budget
Start of financial year
In-year budget execution reports
Mid-year implementation report
End of financial year
Year-end budget execution report27
Audited year-end budget execution
Parliamentary accounting

15 June
Feb-Sep.
30 Sep.
January
1 Jan.
monthly
10 Sep.
31 Dec.
31 May
June
June

27

Poland does not elaborate financial statement (balance sheet etc.) at the level of central
government or state/general government. However, it does elaborate and present to the legislature
and SAI a year-end budget execution report.
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Poland’s application of OECD budget principles “at a glance”
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The fiscal framework in Poland is based on a set of rules. At the level of the general government,
it is a so-called stabilising expenditure rule, at the level of the domestic public finance sector it
is a debt rule. The main objective of the debt rule is to prevent the public debt (calculated
according to the Polish methodology) from breaching the ceiling of 60% of GDP. The expenditure
rule is to ensure the stability of the Polish public finances by stabilising the general government
balance in the medium term at the level of medium-term budgetary objective (a structural deficit
of 1% of GDP).
The Ministry of Investment and Development sets out the Development Strategy and the Ministry of
Finance has a leadership role in promotion alignment between annual budgets and medium-term
plans/priorities
Medium-term planning (multi-year financial plan of the State) is formed every year and each time new
figures are presented for the years covered under the plan. Budgetary objectives/ceilings in the
Convergence programme are set for general government sector (e.g. debt) and, through stabilising
expenditure rule, for expenditures of about 90% units of general government sector.
Capital and operating budgets are integrated and multi-year capital projects are usually financed in the
form of multiannual programmes adopted by the Council of Ministers.
Budget data is available in downloadable form. Most of the core budget reports are open data except for
the mid-year implementation report that is submitted to the Parliament, but not published. The impact
analyses are not published.
The Parliament may make amendments but only if it does not change the total deficit/surplus proposed
by the Executive. If the budget is not approved by the legislature before the start of the fiscal year, the
executive’s budget proposal takes effect.
In the pre-budget proposal phase, consultations take place within the Social Dialogued Council,
comprising of representatives of the Government, trade unions and employers’ association. There is no
public consultation in post-budget proposal phase.
The budget is prepared on cash and/or commitment basis. A year end budget execution report is
prepared but there is no year-end financial statement as it is not applicable.
Government should use the single treasury fund except for major public-service funds. The line ministries
receive detailed operating expenditure and can re-allocate funds within their budget.
Performance information is presented with budgeting documents or other government documents but is
included as background information. Performance information does not play a significant role in decisionmaking on allocations nor is it intended to do so.
Poland initiated spending reviews implementation in 2014. In 2015, it completed three pilot public
spending reviews in the policy areas of support to low-income families, housing policy and assessment
of the expenditure baseline. The reviews are conducted annually on the basis of a prepared plan.
The long-term fiscal projection covers four years and are updated every year as part of the budget
formulation process. The Ministry of Finance assesses a risk of significant deviation from EU rules and
monitors the public debt level
Introduction of stabilising expenditure rule in 2013 resulted in the widening of the Supreme Audit Office’s
(NIK’s) duties. NIK gives an opinion on compliance with the rule that is presented in its report on the
implementation of the Budget Act.

Note: Rows in bold represent notable international practice.
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